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NEW PHOENIX CENTER STUDY FINDS PENDING CALIFORNIA ASSEMBLY BILL NO. 437 
WOULD REDUCE WAGES FOR ACTORS  

Basic economics dictate that it is not in the interests of performers, producers, or society at 
large to limit flexible contracting in the audio-visual entertainment industry 

WASHINGTON, D.C. — Proposed legislation in California (Assembly Bill No. 437) aims to 
prohibit actors from voluntarily selling something they are willing to sell—contractual exclusivity.  
In a new analysis released today entitled You Can’t Sell That:  Understanding the Economic Consequences 
of Pending California Assembly Bill No. 437, the Phoenix Center’s economists demonstrate that the 
proposed legislation will reduce compensation to actors, either directly by prohibiting payment for 
exclusive arrangements or else by increasing the cost of enforcing contracts.  They also show the 
incentives of producers and talent are aligned if an outside opportunity does not materially interfere 
with the producer’s business.  Proponents of the contract restrictions offer no plausible justification 
for legislative interference in standard business practices.  Accordingly, the analysis reveals that AB-
437 is not in the interests of California employees, California employers, or society at large.   

“The proposed California legislation seeks to significantly curtail the use of exclusive contracts 
for audio-visual entertainment.  However, the effects of such legislative efforts are predictable,” says 
study co-author Phoenix Center Chief Economist Dr. George S. Ford.  “Under the bill’s provisions, 
agreements between producers and actors will be less valuable, so the wages of actors will be lower, 
either through the loss of compensation for exclusivity or else the cost of enforcing an agreement.  
Justifications for legislative interference in well-established contract practices in the industry have 
no merit; all such concerns may be addressed directly in negotiations.”  

A full copy of PHOENIX CENTER POLICY BULLETIN NO. 58, You Can’t Sell That:  Understanding The 
Economic Consequences Of Pending California Assembly Bill No. 437, may be downloaded free from the 
Phoenix Center’s web page at:  https://www.phoenix-center.org/PolicyBulletin/PCPB58Final.pdf    

The Phoenix Center is a non-profit 501(c)(3) organization that studies broad public-policy issues related 
to governance, social and economic conditions, with a particular emphasis on the law and economics of the 
digital age.  
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